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Rezumat. Descoperirea mai multor topoare de piatră perforate sau în curs de perforare și a unor
resturi rezultate în urma procesului de perforare, în zona localităţii Rupea (jud. Brașov), în punctul
Rupea-7 (Părăul Mălinilor / Rinnenberg), indică prezenţa unui atelier de prelucrare a topoarelor
de acest gen. Am făcut o scurtă incursiune și în problema acestui tip de artefact, care apare încă
din Neolitic. Unele piese, fără urme de uzură indică folosirea lor ca simbol al puterii și distincției sociale, ele fiind probabil un atribut al căpeteniilor.
Cuvinte cheie: Rupea, Neolithic, Epoca Cuprului, topoare perforate, simboluri ale puterii.

1. Introduction
Most of the time, archaeologists have been enthusiastic about the finesse of the
axe holes, sometimes existence of workshops for making polished stone tools were
signaled, but rarely such facilities have been discovered.
Even in our case, regarding Rupea-7 settlement, we cannot say with certainty
about such a complex, but the identification and marking of the geographic coordinates
of perforated axes (or in perforating process) made by one of the authors (S. Gridan;
Fig. 2b), even if these pieces were in secondary positions, it suggests the possibility
of such a workshop near the town of Rupea (Brașov County).
We proposed to analyze a series of perforated axes, perforated items in different
working stages (9 artifacts), some broken during perforation, others abandoned or representing tests, perforation experiments, as well as perforation residues and the resulting
plugs.
For the perforation of the stone in order to obtain the perforated axes/hammers/
maces, two methods were used1: with a conical stone drill bit or with a tubular drill
(made of bone or reed) both processes using silica sand2 as an abrasive agent (Fig. 7d).
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The second method resulted, as residues, cylindrical3 or conical cores (hereinafter referred to as plugs).
Perforation is known since the Paleolithic (especially on bone or horn artifacts).
In Early Neolithic we have proof of the first perforations of axes, maces or stone amulets. The perforation of bone and horn or ceramics does not raise special problems,
there is a lot of evidence, but also experimental studies4. However, the perforation of
the stone requires a distinct technology and a perforating tool, the specialists proposing
different variants5 or building such facilities (e.g. Banat Museum facility built by Florin
MEDELEŢ and the restorers from the museum).
From the perforation scraps, when several stone plugs or axes in the process of
drilling are discovered, we can talk about the existence of one or more workshops. Such
workshops should be assumed in Lipova, where there is a Vinča C phase settlement,
but also materials of the Tisa I culture6.
As mentioned, since the Early Neolithic, perforated axes, maces, pendants,
scepters, as well as many bone, horn, or shell items are known, but we have no clear
evidence of workshops.
During the Developed Neolithic, in the Vinča, Zau, Dudeşti, Dudeşti-Vinča
cultures there are proofs of perforation, but we have no data certifying the existence
of workshops.

a

b

Fig. 1. Starčevo-Criş III phase, bracelets made of stone:
a. Iaz-Dâmb; b. Poienești-Valea Caselor.

2. Starčevo-Criş Culture
Among the larger stone artifacts, we mention a bracelet in work, unfinished,
discovered at Iaz-Dâmb7, in Banat, in a Starčevo-Criş III settlement (abbreviated SC;
3
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Fig. 1a). Another bracelet, made of diatomite, small and fragmented, was discovered
in another Starčevo-Criş IIIB-IVA settlement, at Poieneşti-Valea Caselor8 (Fig. 1b).
Besides the ornamental items mentioned in the same civilization perforated
axes also appear. Nicolae URSULESCU made a study on these issues9, mentioning
discoveries from Balş, Ostrovu Golu, Suceava, Valea Răii-Copăcele. In his turn, Eugen
COMŞA did a synthesis work on polished stone tools, mentioning perforated axes10.
What is important is the production technique: first the item is perforated; if
it does not break, it is carved; and then it is finished. Such situations are at the axes
from Potporanj, RS (Western Banat), in Vinča B culture11.
Perforated artifacts appear all over the European Neolithic in all its civilizations, but especially in the Late Neolithic12. The most common are the axes (20 artifacts), followed by maces (20 artifacts), axe butts (over 17 artifacts), cutting edges (5
artifacts), rarer are the adzes. They appear in graves, especially in the big cemeteries
of the Lengyel and Rösen cultures, but the statistical data are random, they represent
only the situation of the most important settlements at a given time.

3. Vinča Culture
Starting with the Balkan-Anatolian Chalcolithic (abbreviated CBA), from
Anatolia to the Carpathian-Danubian region, perforated axes are used as tools, but
also as prestigious signs. There is a massive specimen (over 2 kg) at Gura Baciului,
but with a very small hole, useless as a tool but suggestive as a scepter. Besides, in
the Late Neolithic, a series of idols or conclaves of idols appear which carry perforated axes as scepters (Fig. 10), (the small clay axes have the same role)13 or maces
(sometimes they are confused with beads)14.
In the Vinča culture, too, there are stone bracelets made by perforating and
polishing (in the Western Banat). Also in Banat, there are perforated axes at Balta
Sărată15, and in Vinča A at Gornea there is a marble scepter representing an onager
(Equushemionus) perforated to be fixed in a scepter16, being very likely the symbol
of a chief, as well as those in Serbia at Crkvine-Stubline17 or in Hungary, where the
God with axe is represented at Szegvár-Tűzköves18. To these are added other miniature
8
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axes with the same role, symbol of authority, also used as pendants19. It should be
noted that some of the complete, unchipped, sometimes perfectly polished perforated
axes may be symbols of the chieftains, serving as scepters. Also as a symbol of power,
social status, and prestige were interpreted the perforated axes with no traces of use,
from the southern Danubian area of the Karanovo VI-Gumelniţa culture20.

4. Workshops
There are few studies about workshops who produced perforated axes, and
there is generally little information about this subject, but when more than one such
plugs resulting from perforation processes are found in a settlement, we must assume
the existence of workshops (in dwellings or outside them), especially because there
are also perforated axes there or axes under processing.
Defining the term workshop for the periods we are considering sometimes benefits from excessive caution. The fact that the dwellings and the space around them
have not been used exclusively for the production of stone tools cannot exclude the
term workshop. In the literature, these dwellings were sometimes referred to as “dwellings in which the stone was processed of greater intensity”21 or dwellings that “cannot
be […] just workshops”22. When we refer to excessive caution, we have in mind the
ethno-archeological foundations that have revealed that in New Guinea, in a village
where the local community specializes in the production of polished stone axes for
economic exchanges, in which the vast majority of men is engaged in this type of activity, housing and exterior spaces of homes are temporarily transformed into real workshops. In these communities, even the best masters did not permanently deal with this
activity, most of the time being devoted to agricultural activities23.
The existence of a workshop for processing axes is supposed to be at Potporanj
where plugs appear and there are many perforated axes, some broken during perforation24, others with starting holes, abandoned25. The same is true for some maces with
unfinished holes26, which prove the existence of workshops.
In the Vinča C - Tisa settlement from Lipova there are a few plugs27 and two
axes with a hole, one of which was broken during the perforation. There are also axes
or fragments of axes broken during the perforation, which most likely suggests a workshop28.
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5. The discoveries from Rupea29
In the Rupea-7 settlement, between the buildings of the agricultural complex
and Valea Mălinilor (Fig. 2a), at the edge of the terrace where there are two springs,
one with salt water and one with fresh water, S. Gridan discovered several perforated
artifacts (Fig. 2b, white, blue-green, yellow markings; some with traces of perforation),
along with unperforated axes (Fig. 2b, red, light green), as well as plugs from perforations. The artifacts were brought to light after agricultural works30. During 2018
excavations another axe in the course of perforation process was has been found (Fig.
6). Some of these artifacts are presented in this paper.
The way of processing the raw material for obtaining perforated tools (the operator chain) can be assumed by observing the artifacts being processed in the settlements,
taking into account the information provided by the ethno-archaeology studies. Thus,
we can distinguish several processing modes.
The perforated axes from Potporanj (West Banat; the Vinča B culture), Fig.
7a–b, suggested the following operator chain: first perforation, and if the piece did not
break during this process, it was chipped to a close shape to the finished (preform)
and then finished by polishing. Such artifacts, abandoned during the perforation phase
(Fig. 6, 9), were also identified in the site at Rupea-7, in the ploughland or on our excavations.
The analysis of Rupea-7 artifacts shows that there are other modes of operation
(operator chain), i.e. chopping-polishing-drilling or chopping-drilling-polishing.
For example, we have two cases where the succession of these operations was
clearly distinguishable:
–an abandoned ax in process of processing (Fig. 4) is completely cut from a basalt block
(most likely from the Rupea medieval fortress, about 3 km to the west, built on a basalt
geological formation), has the cut and part of the edges polished, and a perforation test
on both sides;
–a completely finished axe (cut and polished) but broken at the time of perforation (partial perforation) (Fig. 3, 4). This ax is similar in shape and dimensions to another ax
(Fig. 5b) completely finished (cut and polished) without any traces of use or perforation.
The shape and dimensions of this last piece suggest that it would be perforated for use
(Fig. 5a).
A recently published ethno-archeology study on how to produce polished axes
in New Guinean communities31 (without being perforated axes) reveals that the first
operation after obtaining the raw material is cutting and obtaining close preforms as
dimensions and shapes of finished parts. We mention that in the site of Rupea-7 there
were identified three preforms obtained by chopping, but without any other traces of
processing.
Three of the artifacts of Rupea-7 were probably broken during operation (Fig.
3.2–3, 4); some have been reused as crushers (Fig. 3.5–6). The others artifacts are
29
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a
Fig. 2. Location of Rupea-7 (a) and of different artifacts made by
polished stone, perforated, unperforated and plugs (b).

b
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pieces left after the perforation test, as well as debris from perforation tests. We mention,
first of all, the plugs resulting from the perforations. Then there are two other artifacts
broken during the perforation: an axe edge (Fig. 3.4) and a fragment of a disc-shaped
mace (Fig. 3.5).
Particular is a fragment from a large ax with a hole in which the plug remained
in the center of the hole (Fig. 4). This axe has several processing phases, but in the end

Fig. 3. Rupea-7. Perforated axes,
mace and plugs.

Fig. 4. Rupea-7, ax with
incomplete perforation hole.

Fig. 5. Rupea-7: a. two pieces overlapped - no. 179 (c) overlapped
by no. 180 (b); b–c. separated pieces.

Fig. 6. Rupea-7, axe with perforation
trace, from S1, sq. 2B, -0,30 m.
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has been abandoned. From the shape of the plug, we believe that the perforation was
made with a bone tube with walls of a certain thickness. Another ax in perforation
process seems also to have been abandoned (Fig. 9).
We do not know why the perforation was abandoned in case of axe in Fig.
4; maybe it was just an experiment, because the location of the hole was not suitable
for a well-balanced axe, being too close to the butt of the axe. Usually, from the
images of axes published from other sites, the butt is taller so the axe can be used as
a hammer, in this case as a sledgehammer. Besides, the butt was also not finished,
which is why we consider it a perforation experiment.

b

a
Fig. 7. a–b. Potporanj, Vinča culture phase B-C, West Banat;
c32–d33. types of drills.

c
32
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apud Lazarovici Gh.
apud Petrescu, 2000, fig. 1.
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Fig. 8. a. perforation experiment34;
b–c. beads from Cheile Turzii35.

b

a

c

Of the many archaeological situations regarding perforated axes, some show
cracks in the butt as a result of their use as a hammer or sledgehammer.

6. Discussions and conclusions
We note that more than three hundred kilometers away, at Potporanj (Vinča
culture) and Rupea (with features from Petreşti culture and Ariuşd group36); in different
cultures or periods, the same methods of perforating the axes are used.
34
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36
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We could assume that, during their migration, the Foeni communities, attested
by discoveries in the vicinity of the Potporanj settlement, at Vršac (Vinča C1 level),
and which give birth to the Petreşti culture, could have learnt the technology of perforating the axes and brought it with them (compare Fig. 3–4 to Fig. 7a–b) to the north
of the Danube, but there are also remote areas where the same types of technologies
and objects are found.
The colleagues from Bulgaria or from Çatal Höyük experimented (Fig. 8) with
a kind of drill (as in Fig. 7c) for perforating the shell, bone, horn, or limestone-ornaments with flint points. This perforation technique, for which we have graphic representations from the Middle Ages, cannot fully explain the way of producing beads.
That's why we were wondering about the tools used by the craftsmen in Cheile Turzii
for the beads made of hard rocks (in the two caves: Peştera Ungurească and Peştera
Binder): some of the beads found here, made of red jasper or other rocks have a hole
of approx. 2 mm.
We must not forget that some instruments remain in use for millennia. As an
example, the drill in Fig. 7c is identical to the one used by some villagers in Milcoveni,
Banat37, except the point was made from a nail and it was used only for perforating
the wood.
We must keep in mind that knowledge and tools are passed from generation
to generation for millennia. It is a cultural continuity.

Fig. 9. Rupea-7, axe in perforation process (Claudiu FLORIAN collection).

37

Gheorghe BALMEZ, grandfather of Gh. Lazarovici.
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For the artifacts discovered at Rupea-7 settlement, due to the lack of a clear archaeological context, it is difficult to accurately ascribed them to specific
archaeological culture, because such perforated axes appear in the area of the
Petreşti culture, and in the Cucuteni culture, or in the Ariuşd group. But based
on the above-mentioned indices, we can, however, assume the existence of a
local workshop or workshops that produced them.

Fig. 10. Crkvine-Stubline: idols with different artifacts
reflecting social status: axes, maces38.

38

apud Crnobrnja, 2011.
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